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Developing and sustaining resilience in leadership 

Everyone agrees that resilience is important in leadership.  Is it something 
we are born with? Something we develop through experience? Something 
we can learn? The answer to all these questions is ‘yes’.   
Early life experience and relationships, the environment we currently work 
in, our own understanding of ourselves and how we react to the demands 
of others, all have an impact on our ability to be strengthened by testing 
times.   
With practice and support, resilience can be developed.  At best it is  
sustained by paying attention to physical, spiritual and emotional  
well-being.  

The demands of leadership can at times feel overwhelming, particularly 
when ‘everyone wants a piece of you’. I focus on emotional resilience,  
because it’s when our emotions overwhelm us that we stop seeing things 
rationally and lose our sense of proportion. 

Outstanding leadership 

Peter is an internationally renowned speaker, known for his ability to  
engage, entertain, inform and inspire.  
As a former early years teacher, Peter is a natural storyteller with the  
ability to bring concepts and messages to life in a an exciting, meaningful 
way. He is on the books of several speaking agencies and is regularly 
invited to speak around the world.  
“I tend to provoke a reaction by drawing out and presenting  
uncomfortable truths about human behaviour, prompting people to think 
differently and see things in new ways.   
“Once the seeds of change are sown through speaking, I welcome the 
opportunity to continue working with organisations to help them turn new 
ideas and thinking into action. 
“I firmly believe that when seen as part of an ongoing process, speaking 
can be a powerful catalyst for long-term change.” Peter Hall Jones 

Plus well-being sessions and more and the option to stay for a networking dinner 

Building on the success of last year’s head teachers conference, this year we 

are offering a one-day event which will provide an exciting opportunity to get 

together, network and hear from some amazing speakers. 

It is being organised by the three Teaching Schools—The Bath and Mendip 

Partnership Teaching School, The Great Western Teaching School Alliance 

and Norton Hill Teaching School 

With keynotes from 

£125 for the conference 

£155 for the conference plus networking dinner 

To book please visit www.tbmpts.com or email office@tbmpts.com 


